
 

 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF MOUNT WADDINGTON 

 
PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING AGENDA 

 
May 20, 2014 at 12:30 pm 

     RDMW Office – 2044 McNeill Road, Port McNeill 
  

 
 
 

A. CALL TO ORDER 
 

B. DELEGATIONS – None 
 
C. ADOPTION OF AGENDA  
 

D. ADOPTION OF MINUTES – None 
 
 
E. REPORTS – Regional Plan of Bylaw No.674 Policy Updates 
 

 
F. CORRESPONDENCE - None 

 
 

 
ADJOURN 
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REGIONAL DISTRICT OF MOUNT WADDINGTON 
 

PLANNING COMMITTEE REPORT 
 

 
DATE:  May 13, 2014 
 
TO:  Planning Committee                      File No.: PROJ-03-2014 
               
FROM:  Jonas Velaniskis, Manager of Planning 
 
RE: Policy updates of the Regional Plan Bylaw No. 674 

 
At the March Regional Board meeting, the Regional Board adopted the following recommendation: 
 

“THAT the Regional Board direct staff to prepare housekeeping amendments to the 
Regional District of Mount Waddington Regional Plan Bylaw No. 674, 2003, in order to 
update the Regional context information and  improve the interpretive clarity of the Plan; 
 

AND THAT the Regional Board direct staff to prepare policy amendments to the 
Regional District of Mount Waddington Regional Plan Bylaw No. 674, 2003, in order to 
integrate the existing policies of the Regional Plan with other existing policies adopted 
by the Regional Board.”        
  

Policies of the Regional Plan play a key role in informing RDMW’s position on various land use matters 
including commenting on Crown land referrals. In the past two months, staff reviewed relevant policies 
adopted by the Regional Board after the adoption of the Regional Plan in 2003 and assembled 
proposed updates for planning committee’s discussion. Three sectors where identified for policy 
updates: telecommunication, renewable energy and forestry. The following policies have been 
integrated in the proposed policy update discussion (attached). 
 

1) 2004, Regional Zoning Bylaw Amendment No. 700 alternative energy generating systems (wind 
and hydro-electric); 

2) 2012, Vision for the Alternative Energy Sector on Northern Vancouver Island; 
3) 2012, RDMW Forestry Policy; 
4) 2012, RDMW Telecommunications Policy; 
5) 2014, Design Nine Report on Solving the Broadband Bottleneck (recommendations). 

 
It is anticipated that within the next two months additional policy updates and housekeeping 
amendments will be brought forward before the planning committee for further discussion. The process 
of updating the Regional Plan should enter the public consultation stage this fall. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

 
      
Jonas Velaniskis, M.Sc.   
Manager of Planning  
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Sector: COMMUNICATION 

Current policies of the Regional Plan Proposed policy updates 
2014 - Design Nine Report 

2012 - RDMW Telecommunications Policy 

6.0 Strategic Goals (page 6, goal 4) 
To support the development of efficient and effective 
transportation and communication services that provide long term 
and efficient linkages within and beyond the RDMW. 

6.0 Strategic Goals (page 6, goal 4) 
To support the development of efficient and effective transportation and 
communication services that provide long term and efficient linkages within 
and beyond the RDMW. 

9.6 Communication Infrastructure Policies (page 16) 
One of the fundamental requirements of a strong economy is the 
ability to communicate. Business is increasingly reliant of the 
“internet” as a key tool in reaching customers, other businesses 
and business information. The ability to access “high speed” 
connections to communicate is important to development of the 
economy of the Region. 
 
The Regional District will support development of high speed 
communications linkages (high speed cable, ADSL, fibre optic and 
satellite connections) and will cooperate with Telus, local cable 
companies, private service providers, the School District, the 
Vancouver Island Library, North Island College, not for profit 
organizations and businesses to ensure the highest level of service 
possible. 
  

 
9.6 Communication Infrastructure Policies 
Effective communication networks are a fundamental component of a strong 
economy, community and public institutions. Businesses and institutions are 
shifting to delivering services online and are more and more reliant on 
telecommunication as a key tool in reaching global markets, other 
organizations and information. Communities and service consumers are 
increasingly reliant on access to a widening range of services online. Residents 
and regional stakeholders expect reasonable access to broadband; hence, 
access to sufficient and affordable broadband is highly important to the 
overall development and quality of life in the Region. 
 
In support of establishing an effective broadband network, RDMW will: 
a. support the development of broadband linkages and cooperate with 

service providers, businesses and public organisations to pursue the level 
of service that meets community and stakeholder needs and is affordable;   
 

b. develop and maintain a master inventory of existing and potential 
telecommunication tower sites, fibre routes and wireless coverage areas; 
 

c. support the improvement of cellular access across the Region; 
 

d. develop requirements for broadband infrastructure for new development 
projects; 
 

e. where appropriate, combine the deployment of broadband linkages with 
public infrastructure improvement projects. 
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Sector: RENEWABLE ENERGY 

Current policies of the Regional Plan Proposed policy updates 
2004 Regional Zoning Bylaw Amendment No. 700 

2012 – RDMW Alternative Energy Policy 

8.6 Energy Policies (page 12) 
The RDMW will support independent proposals for alternative 
methods of power generation that propose responsible 
management practices, that meet all relevant provincial, federal 
and local government policies and regulations, and that do not 
detract from adjacent land or water uses and related activities; 
 

8.6 Renewable Energy Policies  
The renewable energy sector has a significant presence on Northern 
Vancouver Island. Within the Regional District, independent large scale 
developments are already in operation in Cape Scott and on the Kokish River. 
A large cluster of potential renewable energy production sites on Crown lands 
are undergoing feasibility investigations. The sector represents significant 
opportunities for the Region.  
 
In support of encouraging responsible growth of the renewable energy sector, 
RDMW will: 

a) lobby senior levels of government and BC Hydro to undertake capacity 
upgrades of the current transmission corridor consisting of IL120, 
IL125, IL137 and IL130 lines whether by increases in line operating 
temperature or new infrastructure;  
 

b) where a cluster of projects are proposed, support renewable energy 
development proposals that cooperate through consolidated 
transmission line networks; 

 
c) support renewable energy proposals that exhibit environmental 

mitigation, sustainable project footprint  and regard for adjacent 
resource sectors and land uses; 

 
d) where significant transmission corridors are proposed, support 

proposals that exhibit corridor pathways minimizing loses to the forest 
lands; 
 

e) establish site specific guidelines for alternative energy projects within 
RDMW zoning bylaws.  
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Sector: FORESTRY 

Current Policies of the Regional Plan Proposed policy updates 
2012 – RDMW Forestry Policy 

8.3 Forestry Policies (page 11) 

 Support forestry uses conducted in a manner that 
demonstrates responsible management practices, and that 
meet all relevant provincial, federal and local government 
policies and regulations as the main use on Crown lands. 
RDMW recognizes and supports the provincial “Working 
Forests” initiative and recognizes the value of long term 
tenures associated with productive forest lands; 

 

 Support community review of proposed harvest plans, related 
facilities and services plans, and forestry road development 
plans as part of the provincial review process; 

 

 Support the regional forestry sector in any provincial review of 
tenure, including improved opportunities for First Nations 
tenures, community forests and other locally managed tenure 
options; 

 

 Support sales of short term and small business timber access to 
North Island businesses and contractors. 

 

 Support access to wood fibre for local value added and 
processing operations; 

 

 Support a tenure system for the management and harvesting of 
non-timber forest products; 

 Support forestry recreation values as part of ongoing forest 
management and tourism development; 

 

 Support public access to and maintenance of forestry roads to 
communities and critical sites such as Winter Harbour, Grant 
Bay, Quatsino Village, Shushartie Bay and Raft Cove. 

8.3 Forestry Policies 
The forestry sector is the foundation of the Region’s culture, economy and 
environment. It is a vital thread in the local sense of community cohesion with 
potential to realize sustainable local employment and residential stability. The 
Region’s forests also hold tremendous non-timber values for wildlife habitat 
and world-class recreation. The Regional District will continue to actively work 
with all stakeholders in the sector and the Region to secure local economic 
and social benefits while promoting environmental stewardship associated 
with the resource sector. The definition of local social and economic benefits 
of the forestry sector principally applies to the communities and First Nations 
within the Regional District of Mount Waddington. 
  
In supporting a sustainable forestry sector, RDMW will: 
a) support forestry uses conducted in a manner that demonstrates 

responsible management practices and that meet all relevant provincial, 
federal and local government policies and regulations as the main use on 
Crown lands; 

 
b) recognize and support its working forests as a major source of local 

employment and recognizes the value of long term tenures associated 
with productive forest lands; 

 
c) encourage and support community involvement in the review of proposed 

harvesting plans, related facilities and services plans, and forestry road 
development plans as part of the provincial review process; 

 
d) support the regional forestry sector in any provincial review of tenure, 

including improved opportunities for First Nations, community forests and 
other locally managed tenure options; 

 
e) support sales of short term and small business timber access to North 

Island businesses and contractors; 
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f) lobby for access to wood fibre for local value added and processing 
operations; 

 
g) support proposals for the management and harvesting of non-timber 

forest products, particularly for commercially viable enterprises; 
 
h) in accordance with professional forest practice codes, support practices 

that are sensitive to the appearance of the community interface, highway 
corridor and areas of popular recreation and tourism; 

 
i) encourage and support the continued operation and maintenance of the 

Nimpkish Valley Railway as a leader in sustainable approach to timber 
transportation in North America;  

  
j) advocate for public access to and maintenance of forestry roads to 

communities and critical sites such as Winter Harbour, Grant Bay, 
Quatsino Village, Shushartie Bay and Raft Cove; 

 
k) encourage and support continued and improved management of 

salmonoid habitat enhancement, old growth management and 
conservation areas within the Region’s forests. 
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